10. Worry-free Public Gatherings - going to football
games, parades and special events was always lots of
fun. And, millions of Americans never gave a second
thought to going to the mall on the weekends to “shop
'til they dropped”.
but now....
The escalating Islamic threat that any Muslim can “go
postal” at any time and set off a bomb, start a stabbing
spree or begin shooting into crowds of innocent and
unsuspecting Americans has left families fearful of
attending large-scale events and venues. In addition, the
presence of new security requirements has now made it
so inconvenient at some events that it is more trouble to
go than it is worth.
11. Law Enforcement Was Highly Regarded – the
great majority of our citizens of all cultures respected
agencies like the local police, the FBI and CIA and
willingly cooperated to help uphold law and order.
but now....
Islamic supremacist organizations like the Council on
American and Islamic Relations (CAIR) now brazenly
display and distribute posters that encourage Muslims
to NOT cooperate with the FBI. In addition, they are
instructed to immediately bring in lawyers, even when
being asked simple routine questions about radicalized
members of the Muslim community. Also, many of the
leaders of the Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement are
Muslim and routinely encourage attacks on law
enforcement personnel.
------------------------------

You have just read a very small sample of
the many ways that Muslims, aided by
Leftists, are forcing Americans to give up
their culture and heritage to live in fear.
To read the entire list of the Top 100,
visit the only website on the Internet
that reveals all of the tactics that Muslims
are using to destroy American culture at:
www.SneakyIslam.com
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4. Children's Celebrations – American kids from
all cultures celebrated Valentine's Day, Halloween
and other occasions in a fun time for children and
adults alike.

1. Comfortable Language - Our language and daily TV
news reports were familiar and we could easily
understand most of what was happening around us. We
didn't need to learn Arabic terminology and barbaric
cultural norms to understand what was just plain
common sense.
but now....
Since the Islamic takeover of the US embassy in Tehran
in 1979, all we hear, everywhere, is Islam this and Islam
that. Jihad, Muslim, martyr, Allah, allahu akbar, Sharia
Law, hijab, hijra, etc. We can no longer even turn on our
TV's without experiencing feelings of anxiety, knowing we
will probably hear about another Muslim running wild and
trying to kill someone or blow something up. All this with
a population of only 1%. What can we expect at 5-10%
like they now have in France? Genocide?
2. Trusted Neighbors - We lived in a land where we
trusted our neighbors, helped one another, made friends
easily and felt like the large majority of Americans were
generally working together for the common good of all.
but now....
We can no longer trust our neighbors, especially where
our kids are concerned. Muslims from Sharia Law-loving
countries are pouring into quiet American communities
and bringing their “culture of death”. A high number of
them are full of hatred for Americans and more than a
few are bomb makers, be-headers, rapists and
pedophiles.
3. Traditional Holidays – We all celebrated our most
cherished holidays like Christmas, Easter, Thanksgiving,
Hanukkah, July 4th, Labor Day, etc., that brought us all
together for a time of joy and good tidings. Love of
country, kindness and friendship have always been the
underpinnings of American celebrations.
but now....
Our holidays are under constant attack under the guise
of not being “inclusive enough” of Islamic and other
cultures (even though other cultures never complained
until Islam arrived). A majority of Muslims refuse to
celebrate most American holidays and instead have their
own exclusive holidays that celebrate ancient Islamic
massacres with shocking blood-letting rituals and
inhumane animal slaughter.
(see our special report, “The Holidays of Islam: A
Guide for Non-Muslims” at www.SneakyIslam.com)

but now....

but now....

Muslims are now demanding that these celebrations
be stopped as they are not “inclusive enough”.
Many schools are now banning these activities
completely to appease Muslims intent on destroying
American culture.
5. Fun Vacations - Travel by air was fun for the
whole family and the delays were
reasonable. Airport personnel treated us with
respect and greeted us with a smile. Our bags
didn't need to be scanned for explosives,we weren't
needlessly exposed to radiation from X-Ray
machines, we didn't have TSA laughing looking at
pictures of our private parts and we certainly didn't
have agents groping and fondling our children.
but now....
Air travel is a nightmare, thanks to Muslims. It has
been transformed from a glamorous, adventurous
activity to a cramped, inhospitable affair, with
glum, shoe-less hordes holding up their belt-less
trousers while jumping through intrusive
checkpoints. Passengers are poked, prodded,
threatened, herded like cattle, and treated as likely
criminals while America is hamstrung from
efficiently focusing on the true source of the
problem. Meanwhile, Muslims in burkas breeze
through the checkpoints like Americans once did
before the Islamic invasion started.
6. Trusted Educators – When we sent our
kids to school, we didn't worry about what
they were being taught. We knew that nearly all
teachers had the students' best interests in mind
and were focused on all students becoming welleducated, good civic-minded citizens.
but now....
Islamic indoctrination is rampant at schools and
universities all across America, a practice
accommodated by, and funded by, an uninformed
American public. Leftist teachers (in cahoots with
relentless Islamic groups) are now more focused on
a political agenda than they are in delivering a
quality education. (The citation below contains a
mind-boggling list of concessions allowing Islamic
indoctrination of our kids).
-----------

Parent Alert

7. Patriotic Students – students from all cultures
assimilated to the American way of life by honoring the
traditions of patriotism like saluting the flag and saying
The Pledge of Allegiance.

-------------

http://www.akdart.com/islam4.html

The Muslim Brotherhood front group CAIR discourages
Muslim students from taking the Pledge of Allegiance.
Many Muslims now refuse to stand for the National
Anthem or to place their hands over their hearts when
The Pledge is recited. Disloyalty to America is on open
display in classrooms all across America and Muslims are
leading the way.
8. History Books Taught History – children of America
were taught the history of the U.S. and the world just as
events happened. There was never any confusion about
the truth of the history being taught or about the true
intentions of the teachers or the school board members.
but now....
Subversive Muslim groups, along with the liberal Left-wing
and Pearson Publishing (semi-owned by Qatar), have
infiltrated educational institutions and conspired to distort
history to a point that it is now unrecognizable. Islam is
consistently glorified and white-washed in textbooks while
Christianity and Judaism are made out to be the historical
aggressors. In addition, the U.S. Is routinely demonized
while Islamic countries are held in high esteem and as
model examples. This is happening all over America in K12 as well as in most colleges.
9. Kids Homework Made Sense

– children's

homework was basically standard fare and primarily
consisted of reading, writing and arithmetic. Parents were
usually able to easily assist if the kids needed additional
help.
but now....
Much of the homework in many schools is now taken from
the secret lesson plans of Common Core (partially created
and funded by Muslim countries) which focuses on
indoctrination of Islam. This includes writing about the
pillars of Islam, memorizing and writing in Arabic the
statement of faith of Islam (Shahada) and composing
stories to their parents about their future conversion to
Islam. These assignments are backed up in class by role
play exercises to dress like Muslims and learn Islamic
culture (like physically trying on headscarves) and Islamic
vocabulary.

